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An Expert Service Provider in
the Construction Field
Welado is a Finnish consulting services organization founded
in 2005. Initially focusing on railway design and construction
management, beginning in 2015 the business pivoted to
become an independent expert in project management and

Summary
Challenge
• Sharing knowledge during a time of growth.
• Creating a sense of community and connection across
the organization.
• Retaining the value base during growth.

construction. Its areas of focus are now infrastructure (track,
road, street construction), real estate, waterways, energy, and
industrial construction. As of May 2022, Welado has 260
employees, 13 offices, and over 300 client engagements.

A Focus on People, Skills, and
Opportunities
“Since our inception, we have always been a value-based
company,” said Noora Haverinen, Chief of Development for
Welado. The organization’s core values include acting boldly,
being brave and empathetic, and serving its people in the best
possible ways. Welado brings its values to life by focusing
on people and their skills, fostering respect for others, and
creating unlimited development opportunities. Value-based
ways of working and strategic imperatives over the years are
reflected in what Welado refers to as ARTISAN (see Figure 1
on the next page). In 2021, Welado experienced $21 million
in business turnover and had a significantly high customer net
promoter score of 66.

The Need for Employees to
Connect and Collaborate

Solution
• Welado designed its organizational model to support a
shared leadership approach, providing better circumstances
for individuals and teams to manage themselves,
collaborate, and learn continuously.
• Welado adopted the Guidin leadership and employee
experience platform (EXP). This platform enabled team
members to gather insights and reﬂect on their engagement,
wellbeing, and competencies.
• Welado leveraged the EXP’s digital learning marketplace to
support employees’ skill development through tacit
knowledge sharing as a service.
Results
• Welado became a more cohesive company with more
satisﬁed people having more connections.
• Employees at Welado felt inspired to become leaders in
their roles, reﬂect on their careers, and oﬀer their expertise
and other personal strengths to others.
• Welado’s EXP provided a uniﬁed employee experience,
enabling all individuals to connect, collaborate, and be a
member of one large team.

As Welado grew from 36 people in 2017 to 100 people
in 2019, it organically formed several teams specializing in

of working and service delivery based on deep and diverse

functional areas across several regions. These teams operate

expertise. While the business was performing outstandingly

as self-organized and self-managing units, defining their ways

well, the rapid growth triggered the need to unify multiple
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Figure 1: ARTISAN
2017

36 people

Buy out and values as the foundation of the company.

2018

Welado way: by investing in our people and their
wellbeing, customers will always receive our best.

2019

International business expansion, traditional
organization structure becomes limiting.

2020

Agility makeover: team based, hierarchy
free, and purposeful expertise.

2021

Experimenting with leadership: supported self-leadership,
shared leadership, connections, and leadership coaches.

2022

Knowledge teams, project teams, Lasse services (people to people, shared
leadership), leadership coaches, and strategy as a "catchable" ball.

76 people

100 people

160 people

220 people

300 people
Source: Welado, 2022

dispersed teams and help them connect and collaborate.
“We needed our experts to be able to share their knowledge
with peers,” said Haverinen. “We were searching for some
type of facilitation for our people to connect with each other.”
As the development team started piecing together
different issues in need of solutions, the following goals
were materialized:
•

Enable a culture of knowledge sharing

•

Create a sense of connection across the organization

•

Retain the culture of a small company as it evolved into a
big company

A Shared Leadership Approach
Welado adopted a shared leadership approach where
everyone is a leader. This approach aimed to defocus
hierarchies and instill a sense of autonomy. It did not, however,
mean that leaders or managers would be absent to provide
support. Instead, as an extension of autonomy, every team
member at Welado could choose their own manager.
To ensure success, the HR team asked for employee
preferences regarding desired managerial support. They
then facilitated the employee-manager pairings. In addition,
a designated coach from the leadership team provided a
supportive outer layer—a “protective shell”—to safeguard the

A Community-Driven Employee
Experience

wellbeing and success of the teams and the individuals.

The overarching solution to each goal rested in creating a

Employee-Driven Strategic Direction

unified employee experience. Welado believes an experience

Welado wanted to ensure that shared leadership was a

that creates a sense of community must be driven by the

prevalent practice, not a notional approach. This meant

community and enable every employee to feel part of the same

empowering every employee to have a voice in influencing

whole, rather than disparate parts. It began with establishing a

strategic direction and trusting them to relay the best path

robust employee-centric strategy and concurrently redesigned

forward. “We think of strategy as a ball,” said Haverinen. “We

its operating model to facilitate a sense of community.

can throw it to different teams, and they can catch it and tell
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us what they see, and what they take from the strategy, and

competence surveys, wellbeing and employee experience

what their part in the big picture is.” (See Figure 2.)

questionnaires, personal development plans, etc. The platform

One element of Welado’s core mission is to create unlimited
development opportunities. To determine what fits best for
certain people, those people need to supply direction. As part
of the employee-driven strategy, teams define what it means
to be the best in their field; e.g., the supervision team defines
what’s best in regard to the field of construction supervision.
They then inform the development support team what is
required to realize their goals, and in turn, the team analyzes
this information to create, curate, or solicit resources and
identify potential leaders.

also serves as a digital learning marketplace for sharing and
accessing knowledge and learning experiences.

You can reflect on your own wellbeing and
development, but we encourage you to
reflect also on how you can help others
in their success and wellbeing. It’s about
making everybody’s strengths assets for the
whole company. And that’s leadership in its
essential form.
Noora Haverinen, Chief of Development, Welado

A Platform to Facilitate
Connection

Through the new platform, Welado employees are encouraged

Critical to community is connection, so Welado decided to

people with similar interests, expertise, or experiences. As

deploy a cloud-based leadership platform where all employees
could engage in a physically-dispersed-yet-digitally-connected
environment. Designed by the Finnish company Guidin, this
platform offers a wide range of functionalities: pulse and

to find their “meaningful expertise” and offer it to others as
a service. Say an employee has a focus on environmental
sustainability. They can easily use the platform to find other
an extension of the underlying shared-leadership approach,
individuals are empowered to elevate themselves as subject
matter leaders and enable knowledge sharing from one
department to another.

Figure 2: Welado’s Ball Strategy

Our strategy
represented as a ball
that every person and
team can catch

Source: Welado, 2022
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The platform also helps with self-organization and selfmanagement. Employees can identify what they need to
succeed through the platform and ponder their careers while
answering questions about what inspires and motivates them.
“We have a firm, wide target for every employee to play the
role of a service provider—sharing their expertise in service of
their peers,” says Haverinen.

People Data for People
Haverinen explained about a clause in each employee contract
that requires enabling the success of others and the wellbeing
of the community. “We really wanted to make this an
achievable goal that each employee could consciously commit
to,” she noted. The platform deployed pulse surveys and
wellbeing modules with a focus on providing and visualizing

The ability to see the areas where you can
help others and bring your best to the
organization is what gives meaning and
purposefulness to your work. All of our
people are leaders. It’s not about position or
rank—everybody who helps others succeed
is a leader.
Noora Haverinen, Chief of Development, Welado

Piloting the New Platform
Welado embarked on its journey to create a connected and
collaborative employee experience in late 2019. “We had
several workshops and thoughts about how we wanted our
organization to look, and how it would grow and still feel like a
small company with a great culture,” said Haverinen. By spring

data first and foremost for the employee.

2020, Welado piloted the Guidin platform with managers,

Employees can complete questionnaires that allow them to reflect

one team), and test teams. Gradually, once the participants

and analyze their state of wellbeing (see Figure 3). Because of the

were familiar with the tool and started embracing a connected

way it collects, processes, and tracks employee data, the platform

and collaborative employee experience, in 2021, access was

“knows how you’re doing without you saying it,” said Haverinen.

change agents (a group of change-driven people gathered into

expanded to the entire company.

Figure 3: Welado’s EX Platform

Source: Guidin, 2022
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Communication as Key to
Change Management
Communication was key to the success of the communitydriven and technology-enabled employee experience. “There
was a fear that we would delete all the management and
replace it with digital self-help,” said Haverinen. Through the

Lessons Learned
Welado’s journey toward creating a unified employee
experience through shared leadership and collaboration
unpacked several leading practices that can benefit other
organizations embarking on a similar journey.
•

Growth impacts team dynamics. As Welado grew from
36 to 100 people in 2019, it suffered from a lack of team
connection. The expertise was present, but employees
didn’t always know where to find it.

•

Different teams need different things in different
situations. To address these needs, Welado encouraged
regular reflection on individual and team levels and
provided an easily available, wide range of support.

•

A shared leadership approach can improve employee
engagement and experience. Welado realized a shared
leadership approach is not necessarily about abandoning
familiar structures but rather about creating practices to
support common directions and a sense of community.

•

Involving individuals in defining the strategy can ensure
directional accuracy. Welado envisioned strategy as a ball
with the point being to let employees advance a given
ball passed to them in the direction they think works best
for their goal in the “game.”

•

It takes courage to manage change, but it pays off. Some
Welado employees were skeptical of the new platform,
but once people started to share their knowledge for
improving wellbeing, competencies, and leadership skills,
skepticism transformed into excitement and inspiration.

workshops and leader-led communications, Welado’s HR
department assured its employees that the platform was a way
to augment, not delete, leader support and allow all employees
to lead, build better connections, and help each other.

One Integrated Leadership
and Employee Experience
Welado’s new approach has proven to be more than just
a way of leading; it has been pivotal to creating a sense of
community and an amplified employee experience. Feedback
after the pilot clearly showed that employees saw the
advantages. “Most people were inspired,” said Haverinen.
“They started thinking from a new point of view, ‘How could I
share my knowledge with others and what are my strengths
that would benefit the others?’ and were actively volunteering
to provide services in different areas of expertise.”
Adopting an employee-centric, cloud-based platform has
enabled Welado to become a more dynamically connected
organization, and it has seen tremendous value in its new
approach to enabling the employee experience strategy.
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